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ABSTRACT
Time Usage Models, used as a basis for calculating performance indicators for mobile
mining equipment, have developed from very simple to very sophisticated models. This
development has paralleled the increased collection and analysis of production data that
itself has been enabled by the evolution of underground voice and data communications
along with the relevant information systems.
A Time Usage Model divides the hours that equipment is (or is not) used into standard
components, by a hierarchical breakdown, so that measures of productivity can be used to
compare performance of both people and equipment.
The calculation of Equipment Availability, and thus the underlying Time Usage Model, has
always been an extremely emotive topic as different groups use time usage information for
different purposes. The direct link between measuring performance KPIs calculated from
these models and employee rewards impacts upon the workforce.
This paper discusses the conflict in use by various stakeholders and proposes ways to
address some of the more contentious issues each supported by case studies.
The simple status code functionality used by early systems has proven inadequate,
leading to the evolution of “work-arounds”. These work-arounds have become the norm
and unfortunately have become embedded in the next generation of models and the
information systems that incorporate them.
This paper contends that the industry should stop building Time Usage Models to
accommodate shortcomings in proprietary systems, but rather collaborate with suppliers to
develop innovative methods to deal with the fundamental requirements.
There are many points of differentiation that are not clear-cut. Pitfalls are discussed as
well as threats to success.
A framework of rules is developed as guidelines for how a Time Usage Model should be
developed and applied. This will hopefully stimulate the on-going discussion as to how
Equipment Availability and other components of the model should be calculated.
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